
In a very high display quality you can individually select and process cuts, fitting- and accessory articles on the 

inside as well as on the outside. Depending on the selected model, the machining parameters given by the manu-

facturer automatically change. You can directly see which processings are possible and can be made. In addition, 

the system is connected with the fitting master data so that changes referring to the fitting, such as the changing 

of the backset, can directly be updated.

In case of a short-term order change, all measures and settings will be adjusted appropriately 

to the respective construction. Thus, a subsequent change of the locating face can be 

made at the click of a button and without any elaborate manual post-processing. 

In addition, the list print gives you an overview of all used manufacturing arti-

cles and materials. And in the calculation, the elements can be calculated 

with the corresponding production times.

With the new Klaes panel door manufacturing all the DOORS will be open for you in the future. 

Create individual wooden front doors as easy as never before and do it directly in your Klaes 

Construction-Program. Select either a pre-defined model and adjust it to your wishes or 

freely design your front door surfaces with the Klaes CAD Program.
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 Free choice of pre-defined standard models

 Subsequent changes at the click of a button at any time

 Connection between fitting master data and surface processing

 Clear list print with manufacturing information

 Automatically generated DXF-data for machine control

 All current calculation methods are selectable

Klaes  
Panel Door Manufacturing

Whether standard model or  

complex special design – with the 

Klaes panel door manufacturing 

everything goes!


